The
Teaching
of Amos &
Andy
SelfImprovement
Work
MOSES: You need the Torah law books to truly guide you out of
US slavery!
ANDREA of Chicago: The journey is surviving out of the desert
and you relate to this walk out of slavery no differently than you are
speaking of the Christ walk in events such as the walk up Golgotha's
Hill.
MOSES: You too see yourself as the Chosen People.
DEPUTY AMOS: The Jews are not slaves. They are persecuted as
people are jealous of their success.
Michael Jackson: Who can sing like you?
MOSES: Judaeo is largely through their regular acceptance of kosher
foods and tradition practices. This to them is their identity, not from
the slavery in Egypt! Their Passover holiday is to celebrate leaving
Egypt and bondage.
The Babylonian captivity ended for one primary reason, as
Judaeo would have overtaken the population easily for being the
more advanced culture.
They in captivity would destroy their idols in money. Today
they do not worship the golden calf in TV viewing that they escape
the slave conditions of which we speak!
Nancy of Oregon: In Judaeo, they teach you to love one another
the same as in Christianity. Their goal in life is to practice the Torah
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or the law books of Moses, not persons. The community of Moses
will help you. If you have ever met someone of Judaeo, you find
they are always on a self improvement program.
MOTHER MARY: There are many errors in the Judaeo texts that we
in time will seek to correct. The superstition in the texts you would
not adhere to, only to seek as they do, to always be on a selfimprovement system.
JEWEL: I was Jewish in my last life. And what you would see is that
if you were living in honesty, you gain the very life and strength you
are actually seeking as the Negroid. It is not about your job, I also
drove a cab in New York City. You have a greater self-assurity to
identify with the Jews and Christians than to the culture of say Kenya
or Nigeria which is a misnomer!
MOTHER MARY: Again it is about being on a religious selfimprovement schedule not so much that you become a Jew!
MOSES: Now you see why the people are a success to always be
embarking on a self-improvement schedule!
EMPEROR LeAMTHE: Bill Paley, founder of CBS was Jewish,
produced Mission Impossible. Gunsmoke. I Love Lucy! The Mary Tyler
Moore show. These are your national standards of TV.
ANDREA of Chicago: What is foundational teaching and will be
explained later is the will of God teachings. However it is more
readily understood as acting in piety.
DEPUTY AMOS: The difficulty with acting in piety was that the
Christians backed off when they were called hypocrites.
DEPUTY ANDY: And you have to say, “So what”. You act through
your tears that you have been of the slave class.
George Washington Carver: It is not that we are asking you, to
be a sop, and “be proud” as they say for this horrible past.
Proud?
No, absolutely not! But it is your heritage and you would not
back down.
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And no wailing as the Jews do. You will celebrate your
freedom in Passover.
DEPUTY ANDY: At Passover, they do not identify with Egypt. And
you through a strict adherence to the schedule whether of the
lighting of candles or reading the book of Deuteronomy, wear your
best clothes and celebrate regularly that you are a free people.
MOSES: Then see how Passover is the holiday to celebrate that is
for your celebration of your freedom. This you would institute in
your Negroid Churches that resembles the Judaeo heritage that is
also your lineage. Should you embark on a schedule, it would be a
self-improvement system.
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